about morals and morality that are exclusively civilian in nature. I learnt quickly, very quickly that ethics based on principles, an unshakable belief in theoretical, mostly inflated standards of human action, at times make it difficult to live with others in a barracks in a way that is suitable for everyday life. To put it more simply, I knew very soon that I was not without sin. Why should the other soldiers I then lived with be?
As early as my days as a platoon leader -responsible for around 30 mostly young men who were serving their country as conscripts, some with great keenness, others with less -, I sensed the conflict that existed between the temptation to implement ideals in real life and what a military organization really did in the Cold War. Almost every day, I was confronted with questions and problems that my mind could not dismiss -even as part of a team, although they arose on the borderline of moral action. Initiation rituals involving the consumption of large amounts of alcohol are just one example of conflicts of this kind.
In my view, military ethics -more than any other area of ethics -concern the depths of what it means to be human -beyond all the links between developments that can be proven scientifically. My many years of experience of life, my profession and military operations have shown me that it does not help me to simply follow pre-set recipes and argue over philosophical concepts in complex situations that are difficult for humans to handle.
On the contrary, in difficult situations, for instance, when decisions concerning the Afghanistan conflict had to be made, I have lived from the inner disposition I brought with me. You will note that I say brought with me, for it developed without my having occupied myself with these topics ethically or philosophically in the true sense of the words. I particularly felt that I was expected to act morally while on operational deployment. More intuitively than knowingly, I tried to find out how I could do what was morally good, right and proper. I often succeeded, but sometimes I didn't. The difference in perception does not permit a final judgement to be made. But it was often more a case of trial and error on my own part than the result of conveyance from others.
Principles for a leadership or life style that is as "moral" as possible have been important, but they have not been the sole "source of strength" for what I have thought and done as a soldier and a human being. The search for compromises and the manner in which I have handled and used things that are all too human have frequently prevented me from becoming too theoretical in my ideas. This is why in my concept of leadership as a leader, educator and trainer, I have not primarily strove to find virtually absolutely binding solutions for ethical issues.
